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It is being leaked that I may have been a topic at Bilderberg last week.  The 66 th Bilderberg meeting 
opened on June 6 in Turin.  That's 6/6, if you missed it, but there is no numerology there I am sure. 
Anyway, I have received an anonymous tip that my work was discussed under the topic “The Post  
Truth World”.  Bilderberg itself released a list of topics, and sure enough that is on the list.

1. Populism in Europe
2. The inequality challenge
3. The future of work
4. Artificial intelligence
5. The U.S. before midterms
6. Free trade
7. U.S. world leadership
8. Russia
9. Quantum computing
10. Saudi Arabia and Iran
11. The "post-truth" world
12. Current events

What is a post-truth world and what does Bilderberg mean by that?  Well, mainstream sources are 
telling us Bilderberg is “concerned about” a post-truth world, but my guess is that is an inversion.  
They aren't concerned about a post-truth world, they are concerned about a world where more and more 
people have access to the truth.  They are concerned about a post-lies world.  What happens if people 
don't believe the lies anymore?  I call it a post-Hawking world.  The crash and burn of that project back 
in January obviously got these people's attention.   

But we have already seen their response, since it is already out there, and has been for a long time.  
They have been in crisis mode since 911, since nobody bought that one.  Their response was not to 
back off the fakes for a while, it was to ramp up the fake events.  If they couldn't create belief, at least  
they would create confusion.  They have been trying to bury the truth under an avalanche of competing 
lies, surrounding every truth with a thousand lies.  But even that isn't working, since the truth tends to 
shine out with its own light.  It is like the Arkenstone hidden in a vast dark hall.  But introduce one  
moment of light—let Smaug roar for the tiniest moment—and the jewel flashes out.  

We also saw a response with the recent events at POM, RatWiki, and other places.  Orders came down 
from above to blackwash me on several fronts.  We can't know how high the orders for that came down 
from, but it is possible they came from the top.  That also failed.

However,  looking at  who they assigned that  project  to  tells  us  they still  don't  take the threat  too  
seriously.  They sent in another gaggle of junior college flunkies, so no one can be surprised they blew 
the assignment.  Plus, the project seems to be less about utterly defeating me and more about wasting 
my time and trying to divert me.  

http://mileswmathis.com/hawk4.pdf


Anyway, if we have learned anything about the opposition in the past decade of engagement, it is that 
he is his own worst enemy.  And that isn't just true at the POM level, it is true all the way up.  The 
Bilderberg bozos are also their own worst enemies, since they seem to have the uncanny ability to do 
the wrong thing at all times.  They haven't seemed to recognize that Project Chaos only works on a 
slow burn.  It doesn't work as a 24-7 conflagration.  The past decade has proved that.  Yes, a lot of 
confusion has been created, but that has just made people more hungry for the truth and more hungry  
for normalcy.  

The governors seem to have forgotten how well the pre-911 project was working before they kicked it 
into overdrive and broke the mechanism.  Just to remind them: were they losing money back in the 
1950s?  Not that I remember.  Were we right on the cusp of a revolution?  Not according to the history 
books.  Things were pretty quiet, and it wasn't because of the recent war.  It was because the levels of  
propaganda were so much lower then.  Yes, everything was a lie even then, but it was a smaller, less 
noisy, more believable lie, so fewer people questioned it.  The propaganda now is way too in-our-faces, 
and we are spitting it back out.  The blue pill ingestion requires a subtle massaging of the throat, not a 
violent force-feeding.  

For a somewhat humorous comparison to show my point, look at the difference between the  Andy 
Griffith Show and the  Family Guy.  Or the difference between  Bonanza and the  Simpsons.  Or the 
difference between Bewitched and Game of Thrones.  TV was being used to create and control culture 
then as now, but just look at the difference in form and content.  The older shows were infinitely subtle, 
quiet, and tasteful compared to the newer ones.  All were and are intended to create an audience of 
complacent consumers, but there are many types and levels of complacent consumers, as we now see 
with hindsight.  

The  point  is,  I  am not  the  problem.  The  governors  themselves  are  the  problem,  since  they  have 
forgotten how to govern.  They are creating their own problems with these overblown projects.  If they 
wish for things to calm down, all they have to do is calm down themselves, and order Intel to calm 
down.  If they want more stability, they can create it.  All they have to do is quit creating instability on  
purpose.  Insert people back into families, create some normalcy, and slow things down.  

As an another example of how they can't even create the right propaganda anymore, we just return to 
that “post-truth world” topic.  If they were smart, they wouldn't list that as a topic.  This released list is  
another example of propaganda, but it isn't good propaganda.  Masters of propaganda would release a 
fake list that had this as #11: “how to return to the truth”.  They should make you think they are coming 
clean even if they aren't, you see.  They know you are hungry for the truth, so they should try to trump 
me by making you think they are coming clean.  If they want to be trusted again, this is their only hope. 
They don't have to admit to all the lies, do they?  They just have to once again make some real effort to  
appear like white hats instead of black hats.  Most of us now think these people are evil, which is not  
surprising since they make very little effort not to look evil.  But since they have all the resources of the 
media, it seems like they could cleanse their image if they wished.  Apparently they have forgotten 
how.   

In other words, the hired PR firms are failing.  Intel is failing.  The whole structure of governance is 
unwinding, and it would be unwinding with or without my papers.  As I have said many times before, 
there are many splits in the ruling families and in Intel,  and we see that again here.   Number 11, 
however stated, indicates the ruling families are worried about their image, as they should be.  But 
shutting me down won't change that.  They need to do some housecleaning.  Whoever thought it was a 



good idea to go down this current path in 2001 should be fired or sent to Elba or something.  The 
faction promoting the post-911 world needs to be purged.  

As I have also said before, it is one pretty obvious faction that is creating all the problems from top to 
bottom, and it is because this faction thrills in the jackboot.  They figure why massage your throat when 
they can ram it?  They will lie even when they don't need to, because the lie tastes better to them.  They 
prefer theater to reality, since their own private realities are so paltry and unsatisfying.  But this faction 
is a new phenomenon, as we can see by the rapid changes of the past 60 years.  Yes, the world has long  
been run on theater, but not the pseudo-Satanic theater that has completely taken over.  It used to be  
that was a small part of the entertainment offered, but now it is pretty much the whole package.  This 
indicates the worst faction was not in charge back then, and they are still only a part of the machine.  
They have been resisted and are still being resisted, but not forcibly enough.  I would say the families 
must deal somehow with this faction if they are re-create any semblance of stability, not only for us but 
for themselves.  It is time to reign Loki in.  

Some will say, “Why are you giving them hints how to govern?  Aren't you Revolutionary #1?  You 
have shown the crisis, why not call for the overthrow?”  Well, any least consideration of the question 
would provide the answer: there is no possibility of such an overthrow, given the state of the world.  
My job is to promote a successful revolution, not a failed one, right?  In my opinion, a successful 
revolution will be achieved by talking sense to everyone, them included.  I am not just talking you off 
the ledge, I am talking them off the ledge.  The world has gone underwater, and the governors are in the 
deepest part.  They are full fathom five hundred and their brains are starved for oxygen.  They have lost 
all sense of direction and don't remember where the surface is.  If they would just drown themselves 
and we could be rid of them, that would suit me, but unfortunately these families continue to spawn at  
depth.  There is always a newer generation arising, breaking the surface for a few moments of sunshine  
before they too dive down and head for the abyss.  So I try to land and meet them at the surface in that  
brief space of sanity, while their eyes are still open to the light.  I point out to them that there is no need 
for them to dive just because their fathers did.  There is nothing down there but mud and bones.  Why 
not stay up here in the clear air and swim for shore?  Find some joyous island large or small and tend a 
garden, husband a flock of geese, and have some normal bright-eyed children who love the truth?  If 
they do that, they may find their lives are not so paltry and unsatisfying after all, and they may not need 
to hide out in a dark theater, rolling their dice and spinning their webs.  


